
DISCIPLINARY SUMMARY 
The following disciplinary actions were taken at hearings conducted by the Mississippi Board of Nursing April 3, 2013- 
April 5, 2013 or reflect actions accepted by the licensees or applicants for licensure by agreed order. All information 
contained in this summary is public. For conformation and verification of the most accurate and up-to–date licensure 
and disciplinary information go to our website at www.msbn.state.ms.us  
 

April 3, 2013 – April 5, 2013 
 
NAME     ACTION                         VIOLATION OF THE 
LICENSE NUMBER         NURSING PRACTICE LAW 
 
Advani, Rhonda   Revocation     Engages in any unprofessional conduct as 
P-325308        identified by the board in its rules, in that she 
        misappropriated drugs, supplies or  
        equipment     
             
Ainsworth, Tracy P.   Voluntary Surrender    Negligently or willfully acted in a manner 
R-854859        inconsistent with the health or safety of the  
        persons under the licensee’s care 
      
Alexander, Caleb E.    Legal Aspect Course/     Negligently or willfully acted in a manner 
P-326622   Medication Administration  inconsistent with the health or safety of the  
   Course/Care of a Patient   persons under the licensee’s care 
   With a Peg Tube Course/Fine     
    
Allen, Paul M.         Revocation    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
P-314878        of the Board  
       
Applewhite, Jennifer D.   Voluntary Surrender   Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R-870211        of the Board  
 
Absin, Cecille                   Fine/Formal Reprimand          Respondent was practicing nursing  
R-893869                without a current active Mississippi license, 

privilege to practice or permit or while the   
license,  privilege or permit is revoked 
 

Barnes, Coila Rochelle             Medication Administration          Respondent was permitting, aiding, or 
P-316483   Course/Delegation Course/  abetting an unlicensed person to perform 
   Fine     activities requiring a license 

 
Barnett, Toni D.    Nursing Ethics Course/  Engaged in conduct likely to deceive,  
P-323514   Formal Reprimand/     defraud or harm the public/Respondent  
   Fine     made false entries in patient records 
 
Bomar, Shannon Jo   Voluntary Surrender   Engages in any unprofessional conduct as 
R-866328        identified by the board in its rules, in that she 
        misappropriated drugs, supplies or  

equipment/ Falsified or in a repeatedly 
negligent manner made incorrect entries or 
failed to make essential entries on records 

    
Brooks, Hattie Mae    Revocation    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
P-244333        of the Board 
 
Brown, Marc Allen     Revocation    Unprofessional conduct/ 
P-292702        Respondent misappropriated drugs, supplies 
        or equipment/Falsified or made incorrect 
        entries on records 
 
 
Byrum, Kathryn   After certain stipulations are  Restoration Hearing 
R-876744   completed Respondent’s license  
   will be reinstated with drug related   
   stipulations 



 
Carter, Fantoya S.    Legal Aspect Course/   Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
R-891894   Documentation Course/Fine  manner made incorrect entries or failed 
   Medication Administration   to make essential entries on records 
   Course 
 
Cason, Alison Lashae   Voluntary Surrender   Engages in any unprofessional conduct as 
R-863101        identified by the board in its rules, in that she 
        misappropriated drugs, supplies or  
        equipment/ 
 
Cole, Ann Kramer   Voluntary Surrender    Had a license or privilege to practice as 
P-324604        a nurse suspended or revoked in any   
        jurisdiction , has voluntary surrendered 
        such license or privilege to practice in any 
        jurisdiction, has been placed on probation 
        as a nurse in any jurisdiction or has been  
        placed under a disciplinary order(s) in any  
        manner as a nurse in any jurisdiction 
 
Darby, Karen Nero    Revocation    Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
R-889598        manner made incorrect entries or failed 
        to make essential entries on records 
    
 
Douglass, Mary Elizabeth  Legal Aspect Course/   Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
R-865064   Documentation Course/Fine  manner made incorrect entries or failed 
   Medication Administration   to make essential entries on records 
   Course 
 
Entrekin, Sally Renee    Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in unprofessional conduct/ 
P-303282        Respondent passed or attempted to  

pass a forged prescription/ Practiced nursing 
beyond their  scope/Addicted to or 
dependent on alcohol or other habit-forming 
drugs or is a habitual user of narcotics, 
barbiturates, amphetamines, hallucinogens, 
or other drugs having similar effect, or has  
misappropriated any medication 
 

Gordon, Angela Beth   Revocation    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
P-325060        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit 
 
 
Gray, Lucy Vivian   Revocation    Respondent had a positive screen for  
P-157813        an illegal substance or unauthorized  
        Medication 
 
Hargrove, Elaine   Nursing Ethics Course/  Engages in any unprofessional conduct 
R-860778, APRN   Legal Aspect Course/Fine  as identified by the board in its rules in that  
   Professional Boundaries Course Respondent failed to maintain medical  
        records in a professional manner 
 
Hood, Laurie Barton   Legal Aspect Course/     Unprofessional conduct/   
P-324809   Fine     Practiced nursing beyond authorized   
        scope    
 
Hood, Sharon Leigh   Formal Reprimand/Fine  Unprofessional conduct 
R-505226        Respondent was practicing nursing 
        beyond the authorized scope or directed 
        others to practice beyond their scope/ 

Respondent passed or attempted to pass a 
forged script  

 



Johnson, Kishina L.                  Fine/Formal Reprimand          Respondent was practicing nursing  
P-320435                without a current active Mississippi license, 
Reinstatement App.  privilege to practice or permit or while the       

license,  privilege or permit is revoked 
 
King, Mary Helen      Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in unprofessional conduct/ 
P-185434        Respondent passed or attempted to  
        pass a forged prescription  
 
Krutz, Tammy Lynn   Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in any unprofessional 
R-882112        conduct/Respondent had a 
        positive screen for alcohol, an illegal   
        substance or unauthorized  
   medication / Possessing, obtaining,  
  furnishing or administering drugs 
   to any person,  including self,  
        except as directed 
 
Kuhn, Crystal Leigh   Formal Reprimand/Fine  Had a license or privilege to practice as 
R-887548        a nurse suspended or revoked in any   
        jurisdiction , has voluntary surrendered 
        such license or privilege to practice in any 
        jurisdiction, has been placed on probation 
        as a nurse in any jurisdiction or has been  
        placed under a disciplinary order(s) in any  
        manner as a nurse in any jurisdiction 
 
Little, Jennifer Lee   Voluntary Surrender   Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R-829609        of the Board  
 
Manning, Ashlyn Kay   Restricted Licensure for a  Engaged in conduct likely to deceive, 
R-853634   Minimum of 12 months/Fine   defraud or harm the public/Negligently 
  practiced nursing in a manner that  
  fails to meet generally accepted  
  standards 
 
May, Charlene Ann   Formal Reprimand/Fine  Had a license or privilege to practice as 
R-608408        a nurse suspended or revoked in any   
        jurisdiction , has voluntary surrendered 
        such license or privilege to practice in any 
        jurisdiction, has been placed on probation 
        as a nurse in any jurisdiction or has been  
        placed under a disciplinary order(s) in any  
        manner as a nurse in any jurisdiction 
 
McDyess, Tina Denise   Ethical Decision Making Course/ Engaged in conduct likely to deceive,  
R-870169   Everyday Ethics for Nursing/    defraud or harm the public 
   Nursing Ethics (parts 1-6) /Ethics   
   of Nursing Practice& Righting a    
   Wrong/Professional Boundaries   
   Course/Fine 
 
McGehee, Mary   After certain stipulations are  Restoration Hearing 
R-852815   completed Respondent’s license  
   will be reinstated with drug related   
   stipulations 
 
Monzon, Brenda   Formal Reprimand/Fine  Had a license or privilege to practice as 
R-736794        a nurse suspended or revoked in any   
        jurisdiction , has voluntary surrendered 
        such license or privilege to practice in any 
        jurisdiction, has been placed on probation 
        as a nurse in any jurisdiction or has been  
        placed under a disciplinary order(s) in any  
        manner as a nurse in any jurisdiction 



Piazza, Michael   Voluntary Surrender   Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R-884920        of the Board  
 
Prentiss, Alicia C.   Legal Aspect Course/   Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
P-324939   Nursing Ethics Course/Fine  manner made incorrect entries or failed 
   Medication Administration   to make essential entries on records 
              Course/Professional Boundaries  RESPONDENT engaged in emotional or 

financial exploitation of the patient or 
the patient’s immediate family member or 
significant other 

 
Ranson, Deborah Ann   Revocation    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R-865399        of the Board  
 
Sheppard, Diamond B.  Legal Aspect Course/   Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
P-323327   Documentation Course/Fine  manner made incorrect entries or failed 
   Medication Administration   to make essential entries on records/ 
   Course     Acted in a manner inconsistent with the  
        Health and safety of a patient  
 
Sheppeard, Meghann C. Restricted Licensure for a    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R-865194-NP   minimum of 18 months with  of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
   modified drug related stipulations/ Participation Affidavit 
   Suspension of Controlled Substance  
   Prescriptive Authority/Fine 
 
Shorter, Jessica N.     Restricted Licensure for a    Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent  
R-872274   minimum of 24 months with  manner made incorrect entries or failed  
   modified drug related stipulations/  to make essential entries on records/ 
   Documentation Course/Legal Aspect  
   Course/Medication Administration  
   Course/Fine 
 
Sikes, Suzanne Thurman- Voluntary Surrender   Had a license or privilege to practice as 
R-888017        a nurse suspended or revoked in any   
        jurisdiction , has voluntary surrendered 
        such license or privilege to practice in any 
        jurisdiction, has been placed on probation 
        as a nurse in any jurisdiction or has been  
        placed under a disciplinary order(s) in any  
        manner as a nurse in any jurisdiction 
 
Sinclair, Geneva Hope   Voluntary Surrender    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R-881986        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit 
 
Spaulding, Susan   Fine/Formal Reprimand  Respondent engaged in misrepresentation, 
R-889926 deception or failure to disclose information  
RN Endo /Renewal App. as requested on any licensure or board of 

nursing document when attempting to 
secure or obtain a nursing license 

 
Toney, Bobby Lee   Nursing Ethics Course/     Unprofessional conduct/ 
 P-321302   Legal Aspect of Nursing   Practiced nursing beyond authorized  
   Course/Fine      scope 
 
Tucker, Karen Curtin   Revocation    Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
R-107370        manner made incorrect entries or failed 
         to make essential entries on record 
 
Walker, Nguyen   Restricted Licensure for a  Engaged in conduct likely to deceive, 
P-311078   Minimum of 12 months with  defraud or harm the public/possessing 
 Modified Drugs Stipulations  obtaining, furnishing or administering 

drugs to any person,  including self,  
        except as directed 



 
White, Kimberly Noel   Revocation    Respondent negligently or willfully acted in a  
R-825757        manner inconsistent with the health or safety 

of the persons under the licensee’s 
care/RESPONDENT engaged in emotional or 
financial exploitation of the patient or the 
patient’s immediate family member or 
significant other RESPONDENT engages in 
conduct likely to deceive, defraud or harm 
the public. 

 
Wilkerson, Sheri Ann    Nursing Ethics Course/Legal  Engaged in any unprofessional conduct 
 P-325987   Aspect Course/Documentation as identified by the board in its rules, in that  
   Course/Professional Boundaries he was possessing, obtaining, furnishing or  
   Course/Fine    administering drugs to any person, including 
        self, except as legally directed 
 
 
Williams, Kim Ulrika   Revocation    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
P-313941        of the Board  
 
 
Williams, Stephanie               Revocation RESPONDENT has falsified or in a repeatedly  
P-320208  negligent manner made incorrect entries or 

failed to make essential entries on records/ 
        RESPONDENT was impaired while on duty 

while using authorized or unauthorized 
medications/ RESPONDENT refused to 
submit to a drug screen 

 
Yanok, Kelly   Voluntary Surrender   Engages in any unprofessional conduct as 
R-869506        identified by the board in its rules, in that she 
        misappropriated drugs, supplies or  
        equipment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


